
practitioners should consider the above highlighted constitutional
imperatives that underpinned the duty to notify and accommodate
the interested and affected parties and the standard of review
applied by the Canadian courts when interpreting the duty to
consult and accommodate interested and affected parties before
granting a mining right or a written consent for cession, letting,
subletting and alienation of the mining and prospecting right in
terms of section 11.

Conclusion
In the final analysis the Bengwanyama decision is a landmark
decision in the sense that the Constitutional Court has laid a
foundation upon which the duty to consult and accommodate is
to be built upon.

The legal ramification of the decision has extended to the
petroleum sector regulated by the MPRDA. More importantly the
court interpreted this duty from the South African historical ex-
perience and beyond administrative law technicalities and its
interpretation falls squarely within an established international
jurisprudence articulated in Canada.

With this, it is anticipated that mining and prospecting law
practitioners will apply caution and consider the above highlighted
possible constitutional imperatives underpinning the duty to
consult and accommodate interested and affected parties when
applying for a mining right, prospecting right, petroleum right
and permit in terms of Chapter 4 and 6 of the MPRDA. The
Bengwenyama decision and the Canadian approach on this
doctrine has communicated a warning message to mineral and
petroleum resource development companies that they cannot
simply ignore notification and consultation with interested and
affected parties when they apply for mining right, prospecting
right, petroleum right and permits. In particular the Canadian
jurisprudence indicates that it is possible that the South African
doctrine might evolve in the future.
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